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Program Note 

SEE is part of the in-process stage work, Instant Beauty, loosely based on Ovid’s Echo and Narcissus story. 
Instant Beauty is an open-form, multimedia opera, where actions can occur in various orders and more than 
once – from different perspectives.  SEE represents one version of Narcissus’ death, his slow and self-inflicted 
wasting away. The title is a reference to the moment of understanding, the realization of what he (we?) have 
done. The voices in this work are not characters in a traditional sense, but function as a chorus, revisiting and 
meditating on crucial words and actions from the other parts of the story. At times the voices act as soloists and 
recall utterances from elsewhere. Their words invoke three different texts, each from a different time and place, 
but each uniquely linked to a crucial aspect of the Narcissus legend and its telling. 

The opening recalls Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book III. We hear reflections on the pronouncement Tiresias made 
when he first saw the infant Narcissus: 

Prophecy of the Oracle 
 He will endure,   He will flourish,  
 If he can avoid    If he does not discover   
 Perfection.    Himself.  

 He will find peace,   He will find peace,   
 If he never sees   If he never discovers 
 His likeness.     Beauty.   

 He will live long,   He will endure,   
 If he does not know    If he can avoid  
 Beauty.    Perfection.   
  
Narcissus's pride and utter disregard for those around him leaves an ever greater trail of tears. To give words to 
“The Chorus of the Wronged” that accumulates throughout the story, I borrowed a rarely set madrigal text from 
Giovanni Battista Guarini (1538-1612): 

Chorus of the Wronged 
 O miseria d’amante,    O wretched fate of lovers,   
 Fuggir quel, che si brama,   To flee that which you desire.    
 E paventar quella beltà che s’ama.  And to fear that beauty, which you so love.  
 Io moro: e se cercando   I die: and in searching    
 Vo pietà del mio male,   Find pity for my pain –    
 Più de la morte è la pietà mortale.  A fatal remorse, even greater than death.  

 Così vo trapassando    And onward I go, stumbling      
 Di pena in pena, e d’une in altra sorte; From cruelty to cruelty, and in one, another find,  
 Nè scampo ho dal morir, altro che morte.  Neither do I die, nor escape from this death. 



The final section represents the lament of the Death of Narcissus, as described by Ovid. Do we mourn the 
beauty lost? Do we mourn a soul rotted?  Do we mourn the lack of understanding that leads to such suffering? 
Words extracted from a larger, untitled dialogue by an anonymous English poet (from before 1690) seem to 
recognize the loss, while leaving these questions open. This poet’s words serve equally as semantic, phonetic 
and sonic resources for the music. 

Lament 
Rot, waste, extinguish. 
Mourn, murmur, lament, languish, release, wail. 
Expire, breathe, whisper. 
Extinguish, waste, sigh, suffer, sorrow, breathe, release, languish. 
Sigh, sough, sorrow, whisper, release, suffer. 
Cry, expire, grieve, extinguish. 
Cry, rot, release, wail, weep, waste, whisper, mourn, murmur, sorrow, suffer. 
Sigh, languish, lament, expire. 


